
 HAKONE 

 KANAZAWA 

$26,000- $22,000-

$16,500- $12,500-

TRAVEL

Transport (between the airport and the hotel)
      *Not included in Premium Standard plan

Transport (between the hotel and each of the two concert)
Transport (between the three cities)

ACCOMODATION

(Double/Twin room + Breakfast)
Oct 24th (1 night) in Nikko
Oct 28th & 29th (2 night) in Kyoto
Oct 22nd & 23rd, 25th & 26th & 27th (4 nights) in Tokyo 

        (We could extend your stay according to your preference, so feel free to let us know.)

Please choose the rank of the hotel according to your preferences.

Super Luxury Ex. The Ritz-Carlton Nikko / Park Hyatt Kyoto / Bulgari Hotel Tokyo
Luxury Ex. The Ritz-Carlton Nikko /  The Hotel Seiryu Kyoto Kiyomizu / Capitol Tokyu 
Premium Standard Ex. Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel  / Saka-Hotel Kyoto / Prince Hotel Shinagawa

CONCERT & DINNER

Oct 24th - CMCJ Private Concert & Dinner at Chuzenji Temple in Nikko
Oct 26th - CMCJ Salon Concert & Cocktail Party in Tokyo

OPTION

OPTIONAL TOUR
Hakone - Relaxation at Japanese hot spring - Onsen
Kanazawa  - Traditional crafts and contemporary art

ANY ACTIVITIES
We will offer any cultural or food activities according to your interest

OTHER SERVICE
Please let us know if you would like to have a private chauffer or an English speaking guide

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Oct 25th - Indulge in the nature and history of Nikko
Oct 26th - Noh theater & lecture by a top Noh performer
Oct 27th - Gastronomy dinner in Kamakura
Oct 28th - Private visit & tasting at sake brewery
Oct 29th - Tea ceremony at the temple
Oct 29th - Grand Finale Dinner with Geiko & Maiko dance

ITINERARY

THE ARTISTS

"CLASSICAL MUSIC COLLECTION JAPAN" WILLBRING WORLD-
RENOWNED CLASSICAL MUSICIANS TO TOKYO & JAPAN 

TO PERFORM PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CONCERTS IN A VARIETY OF
BEAUTIFUL VENUES AND ATMOSPHERES, INVITING CULTURE

ENTHUSIASTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD TO JAPAN.

OCTOBER 21st-23rd

Arrive in Tokyo and get
ready for our journey

CMCJ journey begins on 24th morning but we recommend you
to arrive a few days earlier such as 21st or 22nd

 to take some rest after your long trip to Japan.
There are many different experiences available in Tokyo,

and we are happy to assis you in planning your optional
activities to suit your preferences.

OCTOBER 24th

CMCJ Private Concert at
Chuzenji Temple in Nikko
Upon arrival at the temple, the monk will welcome you and
offer you a cultural experience unique to the area. 
Please enjoy a cocktail party amidst the solemn atmosphere
of the temple. 
Amidst the serene beauty of Chuzenji Lake and the
captivating sunset reflecting on its waters, please enjoy an
exclusive special concert in the tranquility. 
Following the concert, indulge in a dinner accompanied by
musicians.

OCTOBER 25th 

Indulge in the nature and
history of Nikko

The "shrines and temples of Nikko" combine mystique and
samurai traditions and are registered as a World Heritage

Site. The most important of these, Nikko Toshogu, is the
mausoleum of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the shogun who unified

Japan and led it into the Edo period, and is one of the most
luxurious and beautiful in Japan.

In the late afternoon, we will take you back to the beautiful
lake, Chuzenji Lake, where you could enjoy the

magnificient view.

NIKKO
October 24-25

OCTOBER 28th

Private visit & tasting
at sake brewery 
The sake brewing industry has long flourished in Fushimi, 
an area rich in water, and is said to be one of the three
major sake regions in Japan. Tokubei Masuda Shoten is one
of the oldest sake breweries, founded in Fushimi in 1675. 
The brewer will take you on a private guided tour of the
brewery and explain in detail how they make their sake. 
At the end of the tour, you will enjoy a delicious sake
tasting.

OCTOBER 29th

OCTOBER 29th 

Tea ceremony and Zen
at a cultural properties

We invite you to taste the spirit of Japan through a tea
ceremony and zen meditation in the private space of Kenninji
Temple, one of the oldest Zen temple sin Kyoto and is the site
of numerous important cultural properties and Japanese art.

The purpose of the Japanese tea ceremony is to create
bonding between the host and guest and also gain inner
peace. Zen meditation is a traditional buddhist discipline
providing insight into how the mind works, which offers

benefits to one’s well-being & spirit. .

« Grand finale dinner »
with Geiko& Maiko dance
Dinner will be a traditional Japanese cuisine in Kyoto.
You will enjoy the entertainment provided by Kyoto's
Geiko/Maiko performers during dinner. 
The last evening will be a grand finale farewell dinner
with the musicians and all the guests who have shared
precious time in Japan together for a week! 

KYOTO 
October 28-30

OCTOBER 26th 

CMCJ Salon Concert 
& Cocktail Party

 Two internationally acclaimed musicians, a pianist Rieko
Tsuchida and a vocalist Christina Maxwell, will perform a

concert in Tokyo. 
The cocktail party after the concert will also offer an

opportunity to mingle with other classical music lovers
along with delicious cocktails.

1 NIGHT STAY

Relaxation at Japanese
hot spring - Onsen
Hakone is one of the top hot spring areas in Japan and is
known for the high quality of its hot springs.
These hot springs not only provide a relaxing place to unwind,
but also offer a variety of health benefits.
 It is a popular tourist destination not only for Japanese but
also for many foreigners, with its historical hot spring resort
areas surrounded by beautiful nature. You will enjoy a relaxing
time at a hot spring ryokan in Hakone, a place rich in nature. 

OPTIONAL TOUR

1 NIGHT OR 2 NIGHT STAY

Traditional crafts 
and contemporary art
Kanazawa is the city prospered as a castle town with Kanazawa
Castle at its center. In addition to the ancient buildings and
streets, traditional arts such as tea ceremony and Noh drama,
and traditional crafts such as gold leaf were selected as
"Important Cultural Landscape" in 2010 by the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. There are
also many places to enjoy contemporary art, including a famous
contemporary art museum and public art exhibits.

Super Luxury

Luxury

Premium Standard $10,500- $6,500-

FOR 1 PERSONFOR 2 PERSONS

*The price is subject to change depending on the exchange rate and the hotel's rate.

TOKYO&KAMAKURA  
October 25-28

OCTOBER 26th 

Noh theater & lecture
by a top Noh performer
Mr. Oshima, Noh performer of the Kita school of Noh
theater (nationally recognized as an Important Intangible
Cultural Property) will welcome you and will give you a
private lecture.
Noh is a form of theater involving music, dance and drama
originating 14th century. It is a traditional performing art
rooted in Japanese history and offers an extraordinary
atmosphere with performances on Japanese instruments.
You will enjoy the traditional Japanese performing theater.

A city with mountain, 
sea, and samurai
Kamakura is a beautiful and historic city located only
an hour away from Tokyo. Kamakura is famous for the
Great Buddha and has many historical shrines,
temples, and buildings.
Surrounded by mountains and the sea, the rich natural
environment is another of Kamakura's attractions. 
You can enjoy a stroll and a zazen experience in
Kamakura, a city full of history and nature.

OCTOBER 27th 

OCTOBER 27th 

Enjoy gastronomy
in a local top restaurant

After enjoying deeply the historical city, Kamakura, 
we will bring you to one of the top local restaurants to

enjoy a sophisticated gastronomy in Kamakura.
They take full advantage of Japan's four seasons,

the earth, and the ocean to create a fine dining
experience only available in Japan..

PRICE PLAN

Small details might change later, but the overall schedule is fixed, from 23rd to 30th.

SESSION 3

SESSION 3

NIKKO    KYOTO    TOKYO

 23rd - 30th
October 2024 

ARTISTIC TRAVEL CONCIERGE
Risa Isobe

risa.i@eisnetwork.co

CONTACT

New York City-based singer, actress and executive. 
Recent performances: Festival Napa Valley, United
Nations’ Commission on the Status of Women, Italy
alongside renowned Pasquale Esposito, New York

alongside the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
Additionally, Director at The Related Companies.

Oversees art acquisitions and mental health strategy.
Works frequently with the Japanese Chamber of

Commerce and Industry, Nippon Club and Suntory.

CHRISTINA
MAXWELL

VOCAL

Prize-winning pianist Rieko Tsuchida has
performed internationally as a soloist and chamber
musician at venues such as Carnegie Hall, Salle
Cortot, Salle Gaveau, and the Eiffel Tower. She has
also performed as a soloist with the California
Symphony and won the SONY USA Foundation
Grant in 2016. Ms. Tsuchida is a graduate of
Peabody Conservatory and The Juilliard School.

RIEKO
TSUCHIDA

PIANO
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